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ABSTRACT: Image inpainting is the process of restoring the lost or damaged regions or modifying the image contents
imperceptibly. It refers to the process of filling-in missing data in a designated region of the visual input. In this paper,
the technique presented is for detection and removal of text from images. The system detects text using morphological
operations, connected component labelling and a set of selection criteria which helps to filter out non text regions. So,
the resultant image is the image with only texts. Text Inpainting is done in two steps. The first step detects the text
region automatically, without user interaction and in the second step; the text is removed from the image using
exemplar based Inpainting algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network (WSNs) which permits the surveillance of the world comes up with innovative fangled
resolve. Those systems comprise of an extensive number of small sensor nodes which is interconnected with a remote
direct keeping in mind the end goal to screen the physical and natural condition such as temperature, sound, pressure,
healthcare disaster etc., [1]. It consists of low cost and low power on-chip sensors which are distributed in the close
vicinity [2]. The sensor node equipment comprises radio receiver end to end with an antenna, a micro-controller, an
electronic circuit, energy source, and battery. It has numerous the application in our environment, community, military,
home and beyond.
II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS (WSN)
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is a developing region of research inside the general Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) region. Earth contains 70% of water, there is a requirement for broad research in check and investigating
different parts of ocean environment. The characteristic approach is to adjust as of now accessible, and well
demonstrated earthbound structures, for underwater use. The quantity of WSN-based applications is always increasing.
Enormous WSN applications can be categorized for monitoring applications. Water quality investigation,
contamination observing, checking of ocean currents, following of fishes or smaller scale creatures, weight and
temperature estimations, and also conductivity and turbidity examination, are largely cases of ecological checking [45]. Observing underwater structures, for example, oil stages, oil and gas channels, covered correspondence fast links
and other hardware checking would all be able to be accomplished utilizing WSNs.
1.1 Attacks in Wireless Sensor Networks
Two categories of attacks are possible in Wireless Sensor Networks, Active and Passive attacks [6]. In passive
attacks, the realization of this attack is easy and it is difficult to detect. Traffic analysis, traffic monitoring and
eavesdropping are the various examples of passive attacks. In Active attacks, an attacks, an attacker tries to remove or
modify the messages which are transmitted on the network. Jamming, DoS, message reply, modification are the
examples of active attacks [7].
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Jamming is an amazing component of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Jamming drives electromagnetic strength
towards a communication system to neutralize signal transmission [8]. In WSNs, jamming intrudes into the radio
frequencies used by organize hubs [9]. DoS attack as "any event that wipes out a system's capacity to execute its
customary limit" [10].
III. OVERVIEW OF NATURE INSPIRED PROCESS
Many natural systems of most of the creatures in the world are topics for the scientific researchers. However, a
simple individual behavior can help to create a system which could solve a real complex problem and perform very
sophisticated tasks. Most of the social insects work without supervision and with self-organizing principles. Eric &
Meyer (2001) stated that teamwork is largely self-organized and coordination arises from a different interactions
among individuals in the system. These interactions might be primitive, like ants follow odor trails, or more complex,
like a honey bee dancing. The main idea is to use the self-organizing principles of insect societies to coordinate
populations of artificial agents that collaborate to solve computational problems.
The collective behavior that emerges from a group of social insects has been artificially represented as a
technique known as Swarm Intelligence (SI). The term swarm is used in a general manner to refer to any restrained
collection of interacting agents or individuals. SI systems are typically made up of a population of self-organized
individuals interacting locally with one another and with their environment. Although there is normally no centralized
control structure dictating how each individual should behave, local interactions between all individuals often lead to
the emergence of global behaviour.
3.1 Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
Marco Dorigo& Thomas Stützle (2004) investigated that ACO is a novel natural computation algorithm inspired
from the natural behaviors of ant colony. The parameters of ACO algorithms are chosen by means of a logical process
such as a genetic algorithm in order to attain significant performance. The conventional ACO is a good combination
optimization technique. ACO is originally developed to solve the complicated combination optimization issues such as
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). It looks for optimal solution by taking in to account both local heuristics and prior
knowledge (Ahmed 2005). ACO is a meta-heuristic to handle combinational optimization issues through principles of
communication about the paths to locate food sources by marking these paths with pheromone.
The pheromone trails can guide other ants to the food sources. It was observed that real ants were capable of
choosing the shortest path between their nest and food resources, in the presence of alternate paths between the two.
Ants deposit a chemical substance called pheromone on their way. When the ants reach at a decision point, they make a
probabilistic choice influenced by the intensity of pheromone substance. When the ants return, the probability of
selecting the same path is higher, because of the increase of pheromone. The new pheromone will be released on the
selected path.
The ACO differs from the classical ant system, in the sense that the pheromone trails are updated in two ways.
Firstly, when ants construct a tour they locally change the amount of pheromone on the visited edges by a local
updating role. Secondly, after all the ants have built their individual tours, a global updating rule is applied to modify
the pheromone level on the edges that belong to the best ant tour found so far.
The fundamental principle of the technique is to have a population of artificial ants that cyclically construct
solution to a combinational optimization. The ants move along every branch from one node to another node and build
paths representing solutions. Starting in an initial node, every ant chooses the next node in its path according to trail
update and state transition rule in Dorigo et al (2006) as below
Trail Update: Let τij(t) be the intensity of the trail on edge (i,j) at time t. After n iterations of the algorithm the
trail intensity becomes,

ij t  n   .ij (t )  ij t, t  n 

(1)

Where ρ is a coefficient such that (1- ρ) represents the evaporation of trail between time t and time t+n
and
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Where,

ijk

is the quantity per unit length of trail substance laid on edge (i, j) between time t and t+n

by ant k. Pheromone values are updated on edge (i,j) every time an ant moves from node i to node j . The amount of
new pheromone added to the edge is equal to

Q if the kth ant goes from node i to j between time t and t  1
ij t, t  n   
 0
otherwise
(3)
Where, Q is the constant quantity of a pheromone.
Transition probability: The Transition probability from node i to j for kthant is,
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Where, ηij is the visibility of node j from node i and it varies according to the processed application,  is
sensitivity to the pheromone concentration, β is sensitivity to cost of the path.
The transition probability is a trade-off between visibility (which says that process should be chosen with high
probability, thus implementing a greedy constructive heuristic) and trail intensity at time t (which says that if on edge
(i,j) there has been a lot of traffic then it is highly desirable ,thus implementing the autocatalytic process). The value 
and β are parameters that control the effect of trail and visibility on the transition respectively. By manipulating the
value of  and β one can transform the transition probability from greedy heuristic that values visibility over trail
(β>>) values are approximately in the same range then best results have been found.

k
The quantity ij ( t ) , is the pheromone concentration. The pheromone level of each pair of sections is updated
at the end of each trail when the ant has generated a valid dispatch of generated powers.

3.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ANT SYSTEM
The performance of the AS is determined by node spacing and parameters. The sensor network is distributed
in a 2D plane, with Euclidean distance Dij = √(X i − X j )2 + (Yi − Yj )2 where i is the source node, j is the
destination node, and (Xi,Yj) are the cartesian coordinates of the node. The ant agents accumulate pheromones and
dissipate energy as they traverse through the nodes controlled by path probabilities. The energy is dissipated from the
sensor node after each ant passes through that node. Assumption is made that the wireless nodes consumes more energy
than of a wired network. Thus the distance is squared and the energy dissipated for a wireless sensor node is given by
RajaniMuraleedharan and Lisa Ann Osadciw (2006),

∆Eij =

k
D2ij

(5)

The link budget k, is calculated with respect to the Bluetooth protocol. The node’s remaining energy is computed by

Ei (t) = Ei (t − 1) − ∑ ∆Eij

(6)

j
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The three key elements of the ant system play an important role in making the network robust and de-centralized.
The information on the resource availability at any node helps in predicting the link for the agent’s next visit. The
transition probability is the key factor for making decisions. Weights on each of the factors affect the movement of the
ant agent in the network. Link factor is incorporated into the ant system. The transition probability is given as

pij =

β

1

2γ

ταij . ɳij ( )
Dij

∑k ταik . ɳβik (

1

Dik

)

(7)
2γ

Where, γ represent power of the distance in probability function and ɳ ij is the given by the normalized value of
Hop(Hij), Energy (Eij), Bit Error Rate (Bij), Signal to Noise ratio (SNRij), Packet Delivery (Pdij) and Packet Loss (Plij) in
Yun-Chia Liang and Alice E. Smith (1999) .

ɳij = Hij . Eij . Bij . SNR ij . Pdij . Plij

(8)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sensor network is built based on the following assumptions, such as[18], (1) All nodes are initialized with varied
energy level, thus giving each different capacity to transmit messages (2) Each node has varied threshold, therefore the
probability of all node failing in the same coverage is very low. (3) The number of hops taken by the agent is adjustable
i.e., it is user defined but it depends on the number of active nodes. (4) The source and destination nodes are user
defined, (5) Tolerance is set for every packet loss and successful packet delivery, beyond which, a node is penalized for
it’sbehavior and (6) Sensor mobility is not considered, the links are heterogeneous. The probabilistic approach of the
ant system depends on the energy depletion and the percentage of false decision. The two factors need to be minimal.
The accuracy of the decision is specified in terms of the rate namely false alarm rate, miss rate and detection rate. The
problem of Denial of Service using jamming attack in the physical layer of a wireless sensor network can be formulated
as a hypothesis testing problem where the two hypotheses are H0: The DoS claim is false and H1: The DoS claim is
genuine.
A sensor network with 16 nodes is considered in this simulation run with agents randomly placed on the nodes. After
converging, the ant agents adapt to the network using the knowledge acquired from their neighbors. The figure below
illustrates scenarios using different types of jammer and the effectiveness of evolutionary algorithm in assessing the
performance of the network. The proposed detection and defense mechanism is simulated using Matlab 6.5. The
performance of the network, based on the distance, energy depleted, percentage of packet loss and packet delivery is
shown in figures.

Figure 1: Performance of Network Based on Distance
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Figure 2: Performance of Network Based on Energy

Figure 3: Performance of Network Based on Packet Loss

Figure 4: Performance of Network Based on Packet Delivery
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel method to detect jamming attack using modified ant system. The performance
parameters such as hops, energy, distance, packet loss, SNR, BER and packet delivery influences the decision taken in
anti-jamming techniques. The figure presented in the result section reemphasizes the fact that a sensor network remains
functional and assesses the situation under all critical conditions. In the future, we hope to apply some applications that
have to deploy a large number of nodes. We also will compare other optimal algorithms.
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